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Welcome Members,
Kia Ora everybody – welcome to the New Year;
I hope you all had a safe and happy one. I can‟t believe it‟s
March [well actually April, already! Summer stills seems to
be in the Thames Valley with our farming community a little
bit worried about how dry it is here and how it‟s reducing
their milk volumes. A lot of farmers in the Hauraki Plains
are milking just once a day now. If the farmers have a
good summer there‟s usually a „trickle down‟ effect on
quarries with maintenance metal going out the gate for farm tracks and cow races
before the wet seasons arrives. I don‟t think the South Island farmers are having the
same problem with the dry weather as the North Islanders this year.
Roading around the country has improved the last few months, but is it going to keep
going through the Autumn & Winter periods? Government and Councils still need to
open up their wallets and get more infrastructure jobs moving around the country.
On a high note the Government are saying they are going to invest more than $4.5
billion in the country roads between 2009 and 2012 - bring it on!
Projects around the country 1 Eastern Tauranga Arterial, 23km of Greenfield Roading to link Tauranga Port
and the Bay of Plenty.
2 Eastern Taupo By-Pass road 14km.
3 Hamilton Te Rapa By-Pass; 6km realignment of SH1.

4 Auckland Victoria Park Tunnel.
5 Manukau Extension motorway to the western

motorway to be finished next year.

6 Christchurch Southern Motorway extension 10.5 km.
7 Hobsonville Deviation and SH16 Brigham creek

extension, 6km with 4 lane motorway.

8 Kopu Bridge 2 year project.
9 Large 400 volt power line from Whakamaru to South

Auckland.

The IOQ NZ Executive had their first meeting for the year
with a conference meeting. We caught up with Hans Hollis
and Simon Hird who gave us a run down on the coming
Conference in Napier with the main programme nearly
ready for publication. It looks a very interesting
programme which I‟m sure delegates will get a lot out of.
These boys and their conference committee team have
been working hard to get the papers and field trip
organised. Adrian and Pat Mattinsons are working hard
with our sponsors with a commitment again from our
Platinum, Gold, Silver and Bronze sponsors. Trade display
exhibition sites are filling fast.
The IOQ have decided to have a trade stand ourselves
which will be our home base at the conference.

Environment Minister Nick Smith with the help of the AQA
technical group has been working towards streamlining
and simplifying the RMA. The product of this collaboration
is a proposed amended bill which is being presented to
Government at the end of this month. George Kelcher,
Gavin Hartley and I have been invited to attend and fly the
IOQ flag at the presentation in Parliament.
MinEx have a meeting this month with the proposed COC
draft out to industry for comment. This newsletter might
be out before the draft, so we‟ll keep you informed.
Rocktec & Sandvik are taking a group of Kiwi‟s to
Malaysia this month to a Sandvik mobile crushing plant
expo in Kuala Lumpur so I‟m sure there will be a story for
the next newsletter, we‟ll be putting the pressure on Les
Ward for that story.
The Executive recently received a letter from our good
friend Steve Haines from Komatsu with the shock news of
his departure. On behalf of the IOQ and myself I would
like to take this opportunity to thank Steve for all his hard
work in organising those great Komatsu conference
luncheons. His team would put together a new theme
each year and have conference delegates, partners and
overseas guests truly amazed, they always managed to
out-do
their
performance
year
after
year!
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We wish him well in his new job which happens to be with JB Attachments. His position is Group Sales and
Marketing Manager; supply of attachments to the earthmoving industry as well as distributing a range of
horizontal directional drilling products. I‟m pretty sure we‟ll be seeing that cheeky smile at our conferences in
the future. We look forward to catching up with Steve‟s replacement, Phil Pritchard, at the Napier conference.
Action list from our meeting:
 We have a new travel award this year from Rocktec - more information to come.
 Branches need to start nominating IOQ members for this year‟s conference awards.
 Follow up last year‟s winners for award stories (where they travelled) an article or branch meeting talk.
 Budget for this year.
 IOQ rule changes to be completed by June.
 E-learning - at conference we will be getting an update from Greg Bondar, Australia.
 Did you know that a new IOQ branch started up in Middle East?
 Gavin Hartley doing some work behind the scenes on a history book of IOQ NZ.
Murray Discombe will be putting information on Napier‟s conference on our web site.
Waikato Bay has a branch meeting on the 9th March - Real Steel, Jeff Moore speaking; Christchurch has a
field trip coming up; Auckland has a branch meeting - guest speakers have just been confirmed.
AQA Technical Committee
Jason Lowe‟s team are doing a pilot study on developing a PSV database which is nearly completed. Next
step is to review it with Roading NZ and NZTA. This database should provide a great tool for engineers and
specifiers and highlight the proactive stance our industry is taking in trying to get up to date and detailed
information to the people who need it.
Jason is also undertaking some postgraduate research primarily centred on sand equivalent and clay index
test. Jason is hoping that the work will identity areas where materials are currently being unreasonably
judged and will open opportunities for greater understanding and utilisation of local aggregates.

Warwick Leach
President

Institute of Quarrying New Zealand Inc

IOQ BRANCH REPORTS
For those of you who are interested in reading branch reports, the latest information is
available on the website – www.ioqnz.co.nz.
The website also has dates for branch meetings, reports from conference and other items
of interest including some of the history information which will be added to shortly as time
and funds allow.

IOQ NEWSLETTERS from 1991 & 1992
Recently Gavin Hartley found two newsletters that were produced in 1991 & 1992
and they make for interesting reading! These newsletters may have been published
annually and the current Chairman were 1991, Ken Ludlam & 1992, Andy Loader.
Many of the articles are still topical such as news from the branches. It was also
interesting to read the questions for the A Grade Managers Surface Certificate and
the advertisements of the time!
These two newsletters have been scanned so if anyone is interested in reading
them, email the Secretary who will send you a copy by email.
Also, if anyone has copies of newsletters published prior to 2004 I would be grateful
for a copy for our files.
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MINEX HEALTH AND SAFETY COUNCIL

Thank you to all who participated in the MinEx Health and Safety Council quarterly KPI reporting. The
accuracy and value of the data depends on everyone returning their quarterly reports. The first three-month
period saw 83% of registered companies respond to requests for data however this dropped to 53% in the
second quarter. Below is a summary of the first 6 months of reporting. The data from the first year will
provide base-line data from which improvements can be measured and trends identified.
Six months July to December 2009
Combined
Underground
Surface

LTI
13
9
4

Frequencies
(rates per 1,000,000 hours worked)
Underground
1.39
Surface
0.20

MTI
58
23
35

3.56
1.76

Fatal
0
0
0

Illness
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

Total Injury rate (LTI + MTI + Fatal + Illness per 1,000,000 hours worked)
Underground
4.96
Surface
1.96
Combined
2.69
LTI – Lost Time Injury:
Lost time injury or occupational illness resulting in inability to work for one full day or shift on any day subsequent to injury
occurring.
MTI – Medical Treatment:
A work-related injury or occupational illness that results in injury or illness that requires medical treatment beyond the scope of the
initial first aid treatment. (All LTIs are automatically MTIs).
Fatality:
A Fatality is a death resulting from an incident or hazardous exposure involving work, regardless of the time intervening between
injury and death.
Occupational Illness:
An Occupational Illness is any work-related abnormal condition or disorder, other than one resulting from a Work Injury, caused by
or mainly caused by exposures at work which results in an adverse reaction within a body system.
Hours worked:
The total number of hours worked including overtime and training but excluding leave, sickness and other absences.

Companies registered with MinEx:
Blackhead; Central; Fulton Hogan; Glencoal; Goughs; H G Leach; Heritage; Higgins; Holcim; Horokiwi; Imerys; Isaac;
Newmont; NZ Steel; Oamaru Shingle; Rangitiei Aggregate; Ravensdown; Solid Energy; Southern Aggregates;
Stevensons; Waiotahi; Websters and Winstone.
AQA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
AQA Technical Committee chair, Jason Lowe and members Robert Patience, Jayden Ellis and Greg Arnold are very
pleased that Alan Stevens, Industry Manager with Roading New Zealand has agreed to become a member of the
committee. Appointing a member from outside the AQA represents robust co-operation and industry alliance. Jason
Lowe says it is a positive step forward: “Alan‟s experience will be a valuable asset to the committee and ultimately to the
aggregate and roading industries.” Alan commented that he believes there are “positives all round for our respective
organisations and the industries we represent.”
AQA website to host PSV
The AQA website is to be host to a polished stone value (PSV) database. This information will be the most
comprehensive source on NZ aggregate PSV to roading control authorities and specifiers. Many contract documents
specify a minimum PSV requirement and the aim of this database is to ensure that the engineers responsible for material
selection understand which AQA members have suitable aggregate available for them.
The PSV gives a measure of the resistance of an aggregate to the polishing action of a pneumatic tyre under conditions
similar to those occurring on the surface of a road. The project has been developed with input from NZTA and support of
Roading New Zealand. It is anticipated that the database will be the most extensive and up to date source of PSV data in
New Zealand.
The AQA‟s Technical Committee is driving the project, and Chairman Jason Lowe said “the database will effectively
represent our member‟s products in a way that assists and enhances the industry. It will be updated on a monthly basis,
ensuring that the information contained is always current.” Jason is urging members to provide their company‟s
information to ensure their products are showcased and that the database is comprehensive. The only PSV data
available at this time is a New Zealand Transport Agency sheet that was last updated in 2004. The database is planned
to go live during May 2010. It will be an effective tool for roading control authorities and specifiers and is an exemplary
service for the AQA to offer on behalf of its members.
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PORTER GROUP UNITES WITH SANDVIK NEW ZEALAND’S LIGHT SCREENS AND CRUSHERS
SMC NZ has appointed Porter Group as the New Zealand distributor of our Sandvik Light mobile screens and
crushers – the product line previously sold as Extec and Fintec.
The Sandvik Light range is primarily aimed at the contractor market, where there is a requirement for
mobile equipment for applications such as project-based crushing, contract crushing or demolition/recycling
crushing. “The Sandvik Light product range is a very well-respected brand globally; regarded as one of the
premium brands in the marketplace,” said Colin Spann, Sandvik NZ Ltd’s Manager, Mining & Construction.
According to Colin, Porter Group was selected as the Sandvik Light distributor in NZ due to its excellent
service infrastructure – including a network of 18 service facilities – throughout the country. “Porter Group
has its own in-house finance company and, as well as offering Sandvik Light products for sale, they are also
likely to incorporate the Sandvik Equipment into its Eagle Hire equipment hire fleet.
“That means customers will have the option of purchasing or renting Sandvik crushers and screens,
depending on their needs,” he said. There are countless benefits to this, one of them being customers that
hire Sandvik Light mobile equipment off Porters can see just how superior our products are in the market.
“Porter Group is very well established market leader in this marketplace, and its people know the
contracting, hire and mining businesses very well – and hold a very significant market share in this
equipment sales and equipment hire market within NZ.
Porter Group is a proud owner/operator company in New Zealand that have a fantastic reputation within
the local market. Sandvik New Zealand looks forward to establishing and further strengthening this
relationship. Colin is excited to offer the New Zealand market our long awaited wide range of Sandvik Light
mobile screens through the Porter Group.
Watch this space…
Regards, Colin Spann & the SMC Team New Zealand
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THE INSTITUTE OF QUARRYING – ENTHUSIASM IS INFECTIOUS
Report by Murray Discombe, IOQNZ Executive Council Member, Jan 2010
It‟s always an honour (and perhaps a bit scary at the same time) when a line up of overseas presidents join in to
celebrate a milestone. In 2008 The Institute of Quarrying NZ Inc (IOQNZ) Annual Conference did just that – assembled
in Auckland to reflect on 40 years of operations. The Presidents came from UK, Southern Africa, Australia and Hong
Kong; each with similar stories of harder times ahead, continued commitment to training, health & safety for our workers.
All fascinated that at NZ Conferences we have attendees who are fiercely loyal – “from the quarry floor to the top” and
ages ranging from 22 to 85. Loader, excavator, and dump truck drivers; crusher operators; mobile plant operators;
drillers and explosives experts; suppliers of all kinds of quarry equipment; company salesmen; general managers;
operations managers; directors; laboratory staff; engineers. Intrigued and overwhelmed that nearly 450 delegates and
partners attended - unparalleled camaraderie.
But when it was all over we wondered “would the enthusiasm for our industry continue?”
The health of an organisation, such as the IOQNZ, is often measured by the activities and level of enthusiasm of its
members. If you were one of those who attended the Northland Branch meetings last year, you just had to be impressed.
82 people - from the region and a few ring-ins from Auckland and Waikato. To a local branch meeting! No, this is not a
Tui advert... and at the next meeting another 70 or so!
When commitment gets rewarded, it‟s a sign that the system working. In 2009, local Whangarei quarryman, Selwyn
Dodd, received the RD Hassed Memorial trophy for “outstanding service to the industry”. Selwyn has an infectious laugh,
and a level of enthusiasm that inspires.
Several chairmen & presidents have used the phrase that “the IOQNZ is in good shape”. We continue to agree.
Canterbury Branch appointed Andrew Mahan (Isaac Construction, Christchurch) as Chairman. A quiet achiever. Recent
meetings included a successful visit to Parkside Quarry to learn about the dimension stone aspect of our industry. (We
note that Parkside Quarry is included at No. 25 on the Otago website list of “101 Must Do Weekends”!). Andrew‟s team
also took an overnight trip across the mountains to see first-hand Doug Hood operations at Stockton Coal.
The Invercargill Conference in 2009 also proved to be a resounding success. Packed with members from all over the
country (and overseas) to listen to technical papers, and enjoy a field trip that took in the famous Tiwai Point Aluminium
Smelter and Bluff. However it was undoubtedly local identity, Mort Crooks‟ steam show that most will remember for many
years to come. And that southern hospitality – relaxed and caring!
Since then, Central Districts Branch also appointed a new Chairman - Simon Hird, with Winstone Aggregates‟ Awatoto
Gravel & Sand; another enthusiastic chap who will be working to rekindle membership. And, he will join Hans Hollis, the
Conference Chairman to ensure that the July 2010 Hawkes Bay Conference will be successful.
Health & Safety used to be the most pressing matter on everyone‟s agenda. And it probably took the best part of 12-15
years for most companies‟ staff to fully embrace H&S, for it to become a part of work ethic, or work culture. So to after
17 years, of particular note is the passion that most of our quarrying industry now has for environmental matters. In 2009
Holcim Aggregates‟ Oparure Quarry secured the International Caernarfon Award for rehabilitation at Oparure Quarry, Te
Kuiti. What a coup! Congratulations again.
And Winstone Aggregates Puketutu Island Quarry (Auckland) secured the coveted Mimco Environmental Excellence
Award for advances in cleanfill management. (For more details see IOQNZ website – www.ioqnz.co.nz) We are
particularly encouraged that so many quarries are making a concerted effort to ensure that rehabilitation is undertaken to
a very high standard.
International representation. The IOQNZ was represented at international Institute of Quarrying Conferences held
recently in Australia and Malaysia. President, Warwick Leach, told us “there is a real commitment to training and most
countries are working towards making training easier, with “e-learning” being the catch phrase. The IOQNZ is committed
to the development of computer-based tuition modules in conjunction with ExITO (Extractive Industries Training
Organisation) and it is hoped the first few courses can be rolled out in 2011.”
Overall the quarrying industry production is down approx 20-40% on 2008 figures, depending on where in NZ you‟re
located. However apart from the „grocery trade‟ there are a few larger jobs worth a mention in each of various districts.
In Northland:

Sealing the last 19km of SH1 - the piece from Waitiki Landing to Cape Reinga. That‟s a real good news story not
only for Bellingham Quarries supplying the chips, but also for the tourism industry - once the road is sealed, the
drive to Cape Reinga will be safer and more comfortable for car drivers and passengers.

widening of the south-bound lanes at Te Hana (north of Wellsford) provided additional revenue for Wharehine
Contractors
In Auckland :

The SH18 Hobsonville Deviation project / SH16 Brigham Creek Extension. Two projects running concurrently. A 6
km, 4-lane motorway extension from the end of the N/W Motorway at Hobsonville Road to the western end of
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Upper Harbour Bridge in Hobsonville. The SH16 Brigham Creek Extension consists of a 3km, 2-lane extension of
the SH16 N/W Motorway from Hobsonville Road to Brigham Creek Road in Whenuapai.

Work on SH1 / Manukau interchange continues - a 4.5 kilometre section of motorway linking SH20 Puhinui
Interchange through to SH1 and will form the southern section of the Western Ring Route. Construction began in
June 2006 and due for completion 2012.

SH20 Manukau Harbour Crossing. - involves doubling the traffic capacity of SH20 between Queenstown Road and
Walmsley Road. It includes duplicating the Mangere Bridge to provide four traffic lanes in each direction across the
Manukau Harbour Lots of basecourse, aggregate for both asphalt and concrete

SH20 Waterview Connection – (still under investigation) and the SH1 Victoria Park Tunnel (still in design phase)
each worth >$100M. Will be exciting and valuable projects for the quarrying industry
In Waikato / Bay of Plenty:

Replacement of the Kopu Bridge – a $47M project, expected to be completed within three years. It involves the
construction of a new 580 metre two-lane bridge over the Waihou River at Kopu together with a new roundabout at
the junction of SH25 and SH26. Includes approach roads, including a new link road to SH26 east of the bridge.
Good news for HG Leach Quarries main suppliers of aggregates. Good news for the tourism to Coromandel –
delays on the existing one-lane 82 year-old bridge will soon be a thing of the past

Wind Farm project (near TeUku, Raglan) – the first wind farm in the upper North Island – 62 turbines. And Te Mata
Quarry is located nearby. We can be assured that Tom Jowsey will be enthusiastic next time we catch up!

Hamilton Bypass – Announced on January 16, a major roading project which will extend the southern end of
Hamilton, linking Frankton to Tamahere; 32 km of new road. $333m project, however not scheduled to start before
2022 !
In Taranaki:

SH3 Bell Block Bypass commenced 2006, due for completion this year - a major 4-lane highway to ease
congestion and improve safety. It will accommodate the continued growth of New Plymouth‟s Bell Block area.
In Manawatu

Ohingaiti to Makohine Realignment will provide safer and easier journeys for motorists through the construction of
a 3.6km realignment. Starts 30km south of Taihape with the dangerous S bend in Ohingaiti to be removed.
Construction started in March 2008 and will be completed in 2011.
In Wellington:

Realignment of “Muldoons Corner”, Rimutaka Hill commenced Aug 2009 and is expected to be completed in 2012

Wellington 111km Northern Corridor – worth >$100M currently under investigation comprises 8 individual sections Airport to Mt Victoria Tunnel, Basin Reserve, Terrace Tunnel duplication, Aotea Quay to Ngauranga, Transmission
Gully, MacKays Crossing to Peka Peka, Peka Peka to Otaki, Otaki to Levin.. The current programme plans to have
all consents and Notices of Requirement lodged for the overall corridor by mid 2012.
In Nelson/Marlborough:

Ruby Bay 10.7km Bypass commenced 2008 is due for completion in March 2010. Provides a more direct route
between Motueka and Nelson. Realigns SH60 inland away from the Mapua/Ruby Bay. Features include a new
9km section of road built on former forestry land allowing a significant amount of construction to occur without
affecting the current state highway.
In Canterbury:

Christchurch Southern Motorway approx 10km, due to commence in March 2010, completed 2014, value >$100M.

Several major road upgrade projects, including 3.5km of 4-laning at Yaldhurst; Halswell / Dunbar intersection
upgrade; 3.5km of SH1 from Carmen to Russley roads;

Replacement of two single lane Kurow Bridges (256m and 140m long) crossing the Waitaki River on State Highway
82, which provide a link between Kurow and Hakataramea, projects commenced Dec 2009.
Among the above handful of projects, some significant multi-million dollar ones, and the immediate future for the
quarrying industry appears quite bright. The IOQNZ members watch with concern over the number of projects being
held up or not consented, due to the length of time taken process applications via the Resource Management Act
vagaries. Whilst these are issues are being addressed slowly by the current Government, the Act in its current form is,
nevertheless, still a major impediment to progress. Delays cost all New Zealanders considerable amounts in taxes and
rates. There are also, or course, the extra costs to us all associated with delays in upgrading of infrastructure works
It is encouraging though that our IOQNZ members have a genuine commitment to producing quality product, while
adopting the best H&S practices. The inappropriately named “good old days” of extraction of rock without another
thought of how or when rehabilitation might take place, have created an industry with poor neighbourly relationships,
resulting in objections to quarrying development based on the past reputations which we know as the „nimby‟ syndrome.
Fortunately such attitudes are changing. The IOQNZ will continue its commitment to train and many can now see firsthand the mitigation of adverse effects such as planting, is already having. When we hear feedback from neighbours
such as “We had a visit from Mr ______ from ______Quarry - he told us exactly what’s going on and it’s clear they are
really interested in making their quarry look smart. We hardly know it’s there” we know the system is working.
“Environmental Excellence Awards” do create headlines around the world – the nationally (and now internationally)
famous Kaikoura whale-watching business is a recent example. As we embark on another year, I know that many will
join me eagerly looking forward to the next IOQ/AQA Conference to learn which quarrying company receives the 2010
accolade for its enthusiastic embrace of environmental matters.
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CONE CRUSHER PERFORMS FOR WIND FARM CONTRACT
A single contract to supply aggregate for a Waikato wind
farm project has boosted output by ten times at Te Mata
Quarry near Raglan. This year, production will rise from
30,000 tonnes a year to 300,000 tonnes.
Some 250,000 tonnes will be needed to complete
construction of the WEL Networks/Meridian Energy
wind farm project on hill country adjacent to the quarry,
with 28 wind turbines to be built. Each is 90 metres high
and the wind farm will produce enough electricity to
power 30,000 homes.

Tom Jowsey – Te Mata Quarry

Te Mata Quarry owner Tom Jowsey says the contract
required a significant upgrade of the site, including a new
weighbridge and crushing plant. Tom needed to replace
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his 3ft Shenyang cone with a new tertiary crusher in
order to produce large quantities of top quality GAP
40 and 65, PAP in 5-12mm and 12-19mm, and
concrete aggregate. Tom initially used a Metso
LT200HP mobile cone crusher, but has now upgraded
to a fixed plant built around Metso’s latest GP200
cone crusher.
Both crushers were supplied by
MIMICO, distributors of Metso plant and parts in
New Zealand.
A Goodwin Barsby 36x24 jaw crusher, a 10x5 screen
and the GP200 now form a closed circuit for PAP
production. The GP200 is producing about 200
tonnes an hour, and we are well ahead on the wind
farm contract. We have huge stockpiles of chip.
“The contractor called in tonight and said the chip
is as perfect as you can get it. And that’s all down
to the cone crusher; it’s unreal. If the contractor
wants more fines, I just go into Settings mode on
the computer display and press More or Less until
it comes out the way he wants it - it’s that easy.
There’s no need to stop the machine; it makes the
changes as it crushes. It couldn’t be easier.” This
GP200 is equipped with an IC50 automation system
that guarantees constant choke feeding and high
productivity. It also incorporates an upgraded GP
lubrication system designed to make the crusher
more user-friendly and reliable in operation.
The Te Mata Quarry rock resource is a 55m deep
basalt seam – once a lava flow from nearby Mt
Karioi – and the same seam that runs under nearby
Bridal Veil Falls. “If you don’t get the right crusher
on the job, this rock tends to break quite sharp, but
providing we keep it choke fed, we are getting a well
shaped end product out of the GP200. It’s
awesome.”
Te Mata Quarry began life as a farm quarry 35
years ago and remained a sideline to the Jowsey
family’s 800ha sheep and beef farm, until this year.
All but one of the Jowsey family is now employed
at the quarry. Tom is the site manager, his wife
Helen Palmer runs the weighbridge three days a
week, sons Quarry Manager Zane, and Dallas run
the quarry, with third son Clinton left running the
farm. The quarry employs only two non-family
employees – one on the weighbridge and one
driving dump trucks.
With Te Mata Quarry’s big investment in crushing
capacity, Tom can now produce a complete range of
aggregate and is looking to expand the quarry’s
sales when the wind farm contract ends. “There is
very little basalt resource in the Waikato. The
product here was always good but we could never
make it as well as we are making it now.”

Article and photos supplied by Mimico
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TRAVEL AWARD
Nominations are welcomed for this new award to be offered at this year’s AQA/IOQ Joint
Conference in Napier in July The Rocktec Travel Award of $5,000 is offered annually for excellence and service to any branch
and / or to the Institute of Quarrying NZ (Inc). The award is to assist the recipient to further his or
her knowledge of the quarrying industry for their benefit and that of the Institute of Quarrying NZ
(Inc). The recipient would use the travel award to view operations, enhancements, automation,
plant design and services and maintenance that are innovative or being used to improve quarry
efficiencies, production or operation practices with a view of sharing these ideas within his/her
own business and the industry.
Criteria:
1. The nominee must be an active member of the Institute of Quarrying NZ (Inc) and have
been involved in the quarrying industry for the past 2 years with written proof that the
award will benefit his or her career.
2. The award is not transferable and all travel must be completed within 12 months of the
presentation which is made at the Institute’s New Zealand Annual Conference normally
held in July each year.
3. A condition of the award is that a detailed written report on the travel is submitted to the
Institute and Rocktec Ltd within 12 months of the presentation. The report will become
the property of the Institute who can publish it in whole or part as it sees fit.
4. Both Rocktec Ltd and the Institute of Quarrying NZ (Inc) will give every assistance to the
recipient to plan the travel and during travel, but neither accepts responsibility for the
person’s well-being or costs in excess of the amount of $5,000 while the travel is being
undertaken.
5. Nominations can be made by any member of the Institute or any Group Committee.
6. Nominations should be sent to the National Secretary together with all required
information before 31 May each year.
7. The selection Panel consists of the NZ President and Past President (or nominee), another
IOQ Committee Member and a representative of the Rocktec Ltd team.

KEY LINKS
IOQ NZ Inc ................................................................... www.ioqnz.co.nz
AQA .............................................................................. www.aqa.org.nz
EXITO ......................................................................... www.exito.org.nz
NZMIA .................................................................... www.minerals.co.nz
MinEx Health & Safety Council ................................ www.minex.org.nz
Australian Institute of Quarrying ................................. www.quarry.com.au
UK Institute of Quarrying:....................................... www.quarrying.org
Bearcom [TR Corporation] .....................................www.bearcom.co.nz
Locker Group ..........................................................www.locker.com.au
Real Steel ............................................................... www.realsteel.co.nz
Rocktec .................................................................... www.rocktec.co.nz
Mimico ..................................................................... www.mimico.co.nz
Sandvik...................................................................... www.sandvik.com
Russets Engineering ................................................... www.russet.co.nz
Vickers Quarries............................................................... vq@xtra.co.nz
For further information on the Joint AQA / IOQ Conference see QuarryNZ site:
www.quarrynz.com
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ROCKTEC’S AUSSIE CONNECTION PAYS OFF
Last year Rocktec won a contract to supply two large Mobile Feed Hopper Trains for loading iron
ore at a new port facility being constructed at Port Hedland in Western Australia. The pair of
Mobile Feed Hopper Trains will be part of the ship loading system at the Port Hedland Port
Authorities new A$225 million dollar port facility at Utah Point.
“Winning the contract recognizes Rocktec’s ability to provide specialized design and proprietary
equipment economically into the Australian market” says Rocktec CEO, Rick Johnson. “Our
innovative approach and track record, along with cheaper product costs from New Zealand, won
us this contract.”
Mobile Feed Hoppers are a specialized piece of equipment and have been used on a number of
previous sites, but generally only in a single carriage format. Each of Rocktec’s two Mobile Feed
Hopper Trains will be able to feed onto the ship loading system at a rate of 7,500 tonnes per hour.
“This project has not only provided a substantial boost to our own export revenue and staff
security but we are pleased to be helping a number of other New Zealand companies with much
needed work opportunities during this challenging economic period” says Johnson.
In late 2008 Rocktec set up an Australian entity (Rocktec Australia PTY Ltd) in Brisbane to provide
on the spot services to its Australian client base. “The operation provides a prompt sales and
marketing response and local specialized labour for maintenance, installation and commissioning
of its plant for Australian customers” says Johnson.
Article submitted by A. Johnson, Rocktec

YOUR BUSINESS

From the IRD: QUICK KIWISAVER CHECKLIST
Here is an Inland Revenue [IR] checklist to help employers large and small understand their KiwiSaver
obligations and processes.

1. A helping hand: You can calculate your employees’ KiwiSaver contributions and your employer tax credit [ETC]
entitlements at www.ird.govt.nz/calculators/keyword/paye/. You can order more of the new look KiwiSaver
employer guides [KS4] and KiwiSaver employee information pack [KS 3] from INFOexpress on 0800 257 773 or
download them from www.ird.govt.nz/forms-guides/keyword/kiwisaver/
2. In another language: Need help for employees where English is a second language? Leaflets in eight different
languages are available on the website or via INFOexpress or employees can call 0800 KIWISAVER and ask for an
interpreter – available in 39 languages.
3. Helping lower paid employees: If you both agree, you can help your employees make up their four percent – eg. two
percent employee contribution and two percent employer contribution – as transitional rules now apply. This may help
employees gradually move through to four percent. They must however, reach four percent of their own contributions
to match your four percent compulsory employer contributions by 2011.
4. Compulsory employer contributions: You must contribute to your employees’ KiwiSaver accounts.
5. Employer tax credit: Because you are contributing to your employees’ KiwiSaver accounts you can claim a tax credit
for both compulsory and voluntary contributions of up to $20 a week from the government for each employee in a
KiwiSaver scheme or a complying superannuation fund.
6. Speeding up the process: Send the New employee details [KS 1] form to IR before you send your employer monthly
schedule [EMS] so accounts can be set up before IR receives contributions with the EMS.
7. Opting out: Even if your employees decide to opt out you still have to send in a KS1 form.
8. Deductions: Don’t deduct more than eight percent. If an employee wants to contribute more they need to pay this
directly to their scheme provider or IR.
9. Getting sorted: The Sorted website www.sorted.org.nz provides independent financial advice and paper-based
decisions guides to help you with KiwiSaver.
10. It’s all in the forms: You must use the Employer deductions form [IR 345] to claim your employer tax credit [ETC].
The form is also used to record and pay the deductions you make from your employees’ pay. Getting this right is
important as it’s the only way you can claim your employer tax credits.
For more information about KiwiSaver for employers go to the
IRD website: www.ird.govt.nz/kiwisaver/employers or call
0800 377 772.

A QUICK THOUGHT
‘The first rule of any technology used in a business is that
automation applied to an efficient operation will magnify the
efficiency. The second is that automation applied to an
inefficient operation will magnify the inefficiency.”

Bill Gates
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IOQ AWARDS – NAPIER CONFERENCE 2010
Nominations are again invited from all branch members for all IOQ awards – Winstones
Safety Award, Rocktec Travel Award, Niemac Award, R D Hassed Trophy and Goughs Cat
Travel Award. Application information and nomination forms can be downloaded from
the website www.ioqnz.co.nz. Nominations should be received by 30 April – please
send to The IOQ Secretary at P O Box 36 037, Merivale, Christchurch 8046. If any help is
required regarding format please contact Gavin Hartley.
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